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Digital Transformation And Your Path 

To Greater Efficiency

Whether your organization is a federal agency, a state-and-local government, an 
educational organization, or a company serving these entities, your IT team is 
probably thinking about—or already implementing—a digital transformation strategy.

Why is digital transformation so important? In a nutshell, digital transformation 
means replacing non-digital or manual processes—many of which are key business 
drivers—with digital, software-based processes.

Is the information your users need available to them? Digital transformation can 
tell you. Do you need to see all your resources through a single location? Digital 
transformation is an absolute necessity.

The business imperatives driving digital transformation are universal across 
organization types and span from the highest levels of leadership to the lowest 
levels of technology within the organization.

Organizational leadership must be the driving force behind the digital transformation, 
with employees and specifically designated “digital change agents” at various levels 
throughout the organization joining in. Coming from the top will help the organization 
implement various methods of digital transformation education, far more effectively 
integrate early digital transformation initiatives, improve communication efforts 
from and between leadership, and more.
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From a technical perspective, digital transformation will create a strong foundation 
for the organization’s data across the enterprise, help adopt emerging technologies 
faster and more effectively, enhance the use of analytics, and much more.

Of course, for the IT team, the need for things like compliance, enhancing user 
performance, optimizing application performance, security, and better access 
control are all helping bring digital transformation front and center.

Your enterprise is like a large ship—the bow and stern must work together, as must 
the port and starboard. This is precisely what digital transformation allows. In fact, 
the value in digital transformation goes far deeper, as it helps:

• Increase online organizational results. A digitally rich environment can help 
enhance mission success, customer acquisition, customer service, customer 
satisfaction, market share, reputation and revenue.

• Speed time to market. Implementing key business processes in software means 
easier application development, more efficient testing, and faster completion.

• Drive rapid and continuous improvement. A digital environment is flexible and 
nimble, allowing the IT team to far more easily drive innovation and continuously 
enhance and improve the environment with little impact.

Top Tech Trends
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• Enhance the customer experience. Web and mobile experiences must be 
available 24/7 and provide excellent performance; this is one of the key 
advantages of a digitally based environment.

• Expedite problem resolution. Technical issues are a function of modern life; 
digital transformation dramatically enhances the IT team’s ability to find and 
fix problems before they become a greater challenge.

• Scale in response to demand. Many systems are subject to spikes in demand; 
digital transformation allows the IT team to respond to dramatic increases in 
load without increasing reliability and performance problems.

• Digital transformation can also help your organization be far more cost 
effective, as nearly every IT team nowadays is feeling pressure to be more 
efficient with staffer time—do more with less!—and avoid overspending on 
legacy and expensive toolsets.

REALIZING THE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
THROUGH STRATEGIC PLANNING

Understanding the value of digital transformation is one thing; realizing the value 
will take strategic planning.

Achieving the benefits of digital transformation is complex and multi-faceted, 
involving research and decision-making relative to data management, application 
performance monitoring, digital platform management, IT security, automation, 
connectivity, and more.

In terms of data management, for example, the IT team must understand the 
different levels of sensitivity for different types of data and make accommodations 
for those differences. Permissions, data availability, audit tracking—these are 
all critical. What about backups; will those remain on site or within the cloud? 
These types of data-management questions will need to be answered within the 
organization’s digital transformation strategy.

What about performance? Are all systems and applications performing optimally? The 
IT team must be able to track a broad array of metrics to ensure everything is meeting 
or exceeding predicted service levels. The team must be able to receive warnings for 
critical thresholds and, just as important, have a historic perspective to understand 
increasing or decreasing trends over time. Decisions relative to performance will 
inform scaling decisions, helping the team understand if the organization needs to 
scale servers up or down to accommodate greater or lesser loads.

Finally, visibility is key. For a successful digital transformation, you must be able not only 
to monitor individual pieces of the environment, but also have a single environment-
wide perspective. How can you transform what you don’t know you have?
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SolarWinds tools help with digital transformation by providing infrastructure 
performance monitoring, user experience monitoring,  compliance monitoring and 
management, and support desk solutions.

• Performance monitoring solutions provide full-stack visibility to hybrid IT 
infrastructures and applications, helping to monitor, identify issues, and 
troubleshoot application performance.

• User experience and website monitoring tools provide visibility into the health 
of key applications and sites, including SaaS applications.

• Automated vulnerability management and responses help save time and 
improve IT security.

• Help desk tools track tickets and improve resolution rates and reporting.

Let’s take a closer look.

SOLARWINDS SOLUTIONS

SolarWinds products offer a unique advantage in their ability to provide digital 
transformation support throughout the entire 7-layer stack. Starting at the physical 
layer (layer 1), SolarWinds products look at the ability to connect, then look at errors 
at the data-link level and going up the stack to look at packets, sessions, systems, 
and applications. SolarWinds then looks at the user experience and layers that on top.

SolarWinds helps you look at the infrastructure as a whole, grouping all collected 
information together to provide full-stack visibility across tens of thousands of 
systems and locations.

Server & Application Monitor (SAM) monitors applications and their supporting 
infrastructure, whether running on-premises or in the cloud. With SAM, you can see 
application status, see what’s happening on the back end of those applications to better 
understand performance, do port checks, create user experience scripts to ensure 
issues are being resolved quickly and effectively, and get all this information visually. 

SAM also provides:

• The ability to monitor an entire on-premises, cloud, or hybrid application 
environment and infrastructure from one tool

• 1,200+ application, system, and infrastructure monitoring templates

• Comprehensive monitoring for Microsoft® applications, systems, hypervisor, 
IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS products

• Visualization and mapping capabilities to understand the dynamic 
communication-based relationships between applications and servers, to more 
effectively uncover the issues slowing down applications
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Web Performance Monitor (WPM) troubleshoots web-based performance issues 
for both internal and user-facing applications. WPM is essentially the front end of 
the server-performance equation, testing websites, monitoring systems and reports 
from multiple locations, and much more. 

Specifically, with WPM you can:

• Test internal and external web applications—without agents

• View website and infrastructure performance from a single pane of glass

• Monitor API/web service/SaaS application performance

• Troubleshoot using detailed load-time metrics

• Record complex, multi-step transactions—without scripting

• Monitor user experiences from multiple locations

AppOptics™ is a SaaS-based application performance monitoring (APM) tool 
for hybrid and cloud-native IT environments. It helps you better understand how 
applications work behind the scenes, particularly for easier system programmability. 
AppOptics shows metrics, trace logs, and an understanding of what’s being 
leveraged by which resources to help with better CPU utilization. 

Specifically, AppOptics helps your organization:

• Visualize the full stack by monitoring performance of custom on-premises and 
highly distributed cloud applications across services, hosts, containers, and 
platforms down to the code

• Reduce mean time to repair (MTTR) by monitoring infrastructure and application 
metrics side-by-side, reducing the time it takes to identify what part of the stack 
is failing, so you can more quickly get to the root cause

• Measure what matters by using out-of-the-box metrics and providing the 
flexibility for your organization to define unique metrics; this helps better track 
and measure the performance of systems that matter to your organization 
across all layers of the application

• Combine metrics, traces, and logs through a one-click drill down into all the log 
lines associated with a specific trace

• Align performance goals with organizational goals by incorporating custom 
metrics to combine business metrics side-by-side with system metrics, 
allowing you to see and measure the impact infrastructure and application 
performance has on your business performance

• Cost-effectively scale as your organization scales with analytics and trend 
reporting, providing you with insights into short- and long-term changes to 
performance and resource utilization
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Database Performance Analyzer (DPA), a cross-platform performance monitoring 
and management for cloud and on-premises environments, shows how users are 
accessing relational data. DPA essentially provides access information from the 
database level, helping you design better database applications.

Let’s say a system has four CPUs. That system must have at least one processer for 
parallel processes. DPA can help visualize this, so you can better understand root 
cause issues; DPA can even provide recommendations about where to cluster—or 
not to cluster. 

DPA also provides:

• Down-to-the-second monitoring for both real-time and historical analysis

• Insight into your worst-performing applications, SQL, and tables typically in seconds

• Hybrid monitoring for virtualized, physical, and cloud-based DB instances

• Root-cause analysis from CPU and I/O down to the SQL statement

• Visualization of wait times from resources to blocking, to host resources and 
VM resources, and more

• Machine learning anomaly detection

• Detailed blocking and deadlock analysis, which exposes your SQL 
blocking hierarchy

Network Configuration Manager (NCM) helps you improve network reliability and 
security by managing configurations, changes, and compliance. Why is NCM so 
important? As you’re making changes to the infrastructure, you must be able to 
monitor those changes in real time and immediately understand their impact on 
the environment.

Let’s say the team has implemented a new process, then six weeks later the 
application grinds to a halt. Did someone remove or change an access control 
lists? NCM will give you the information you need and will even allow you to perform 
formal upgrades throughout the system.

Specifically, NCM lets you:

• Discover and automate network configuration backups

• View and easily roll back to the last-known good configurations

• Establish multi-device baselines to identify and resolve configuration drift

• Bulk deploy standardized device configs across your network

• Gain visibility to unauthorized or erroneous network changes

• Define compliance rules; detect and report on network policy violations

• Perform network inventory and asset service management
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• Use NIST CVE; Cisco IOS®, ASA, Nexus, and Juniper device versions are 
matched to identify potential vulnerabilities; workflow includes the ability to 
investigate, remediate, or waiver based on applicability

• Audit device configs for NIST FISMA, DISA STIG, and DSS PCI compliance

• Get out-of-the-box support for major network device vendors, including Cisco®, 
Palo Alto Networks®, Juniper®, HP®, Huawei®, F5®, Avaya®, Ruckus®, and more

Patch Manager provides automated patching of Microsoft and third-party applications. 
Every IT team understands the criticality of ensuring patches are up to date; Patch 
Manager helps centralize patches, reports to Windows systems which patches are 
lacking, and allows your team to schedule organization-wide patch deployments. 

Patch Manager also helps:

• Utilize WSUS or SCCM; improve and simplify patch management solutions

• Discover patches needed for Microsoft Windows, and third-party patches

• Deploy pre-built tested patches from vendors such as Adobe®, Apple®, 
Google®, Mozilla®, Oracle®, and others

• Set time limits and timelines on when patches are approved

• Decrease security risks and service performance degradation by controlling 
when and where patches are applied

• View audits and demonstrate compliance with out-of-the-box reports and 
dashboard views

Security Event Manager (SEM) helps improve your security posture and 
demonstrate compliance with an easy-to-use, affordable SIEM tool. In a nutshell, 
SEM centralizes and correlates network device logs, application logs, DHCP logs, 
Active Directory logs, VPN logs, workstation logs, and more through a single web 
console. SEM then reports on, and provides alerts for, anomalies—including the 
ability to suspend users suspected of nefarious activity.

Specifically, SEM:

• Collects, consolidates, normalizes, and visualizes logs and events from firewalls, IDS/
IPS devices and applications, switches, routers, servers, OS, and other applications

• Performs real-time correlation of machine data to identify unusal event patterns

• Responds to activities automatically with Active Response, including blocking 
USB devices, killing off-policy processes, logging off users, and more

• Eases compliance reporting and audits with out-of-the-box reports and filters for 
HIPAA, PCI DSS, SOX, ISO, DISA STIGs, FISMA, FERPA, NERC CIP, GLBA, and more

• Monitors and provides alerts on out of policy behaviors to sensitive files
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Web Help Desk® (WHD) is affordable help desk ticketing and asset management 
software. WHD helps you centralize ticketing across all systems throughout the 
organization with advantages such as automation and integration with other help 
desk systems. 

Specifically, WHD:

• Simplifies and streamlines IT help desk processes from service request 
creation to resolution

• Automates ticketing management with rule-based routing and escalation, real-
time tracking, and alerts

• Provides automated IT asset management for tracking and managing the 
lifecycle of hardware and software assets

• Offers a built-in knowledge base for self-resolution of issues, and automation 
of change management

Service Desk is a SaaS-based IT service management solution designed to 
successfully manage your employee services. Service Desk offers ticketing and 
incident management, categorization, asset management, and a full-service portal. 

Service Desk offers:

• Incident management that consolidates, manages, and prioritizes incoming tickets

• A service catalog that standardizes service request and fulfillment processes

• Fully integrated IT asset management, which compiles hardware, software, 
POs, and more

• A service portal for users to have a single place to submit tickets and requests

CONCLUSION

Digital transformation is happening and will continue to happen within your 
organization for some time to come. SolarWinds can help you understand, visualize, 
and solve your digital transformation challenges by providing a foundation of 
information—a baseline of existing and changing conditions—to ensure a smooth 
transition no matter how long it may take.
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For additional information, please contact SolarWinds at 866.530.8100 or email sales@solarwinds.com. 
To locate an international reseller near you, visit http://www.solarwinds.com/partners/reseller_locator.aspx
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ABOUT SOLARWINDS

SolarWinds (NYSE:SWI) is a leading provider of powerful and affordable IT management 
software. Our products give organizations worldwide—regardless of type, size, or 
complexity—the power to monitor and manage their IT services, infrastructures, and 
applications; whether on-premises, in the cloud, or via hybrid models. We continuously 
engage with technology professionals—IT service and operations professionals, DevOps 
professionals, and managed services providers (MSPs)—to understand the challenges 
they face in maintaining high-performing and highly available IT infrastructures and 
applications. The insights we gain from them, in places like our THWACK community, 
allow us to solve well-understood IT management challenges in the ways technology 
professionals want them solved. Our focus on the user and commitment to excellence 
in end-to-end hybrid IT management has established SolarWinds as a worldwide leader 
in solutions for network and IT service management, application performance, and 
managed services. Learn more today at www.solarwinds.com.
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